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Abstract:
The purpose of this Independent Research Project is to make a
documentary film about the effects modernization has had on the apple farming
industry in Lower Mustang since its 1967 introduction. This film focuses on both
the influence of Buddhi Ratna Sherchan, the senior horticulturalist who first
introduced apples to Mustang, as well as the both positive and negative effects
modernization and climate change have had on the region. Findings indicate a
general movement towards mass production of apples that utilizes the new road to
export high volume production. The heavy hail and rain fall brought about by
climate change is having serious effects on the villages south of Marpha while
villages to the north are benefiting from warmer temperatures and cultivatable
land. From the first seeds, to the current profits coming in from export of apples
and other apple products, this documentary film uses apples as a vehicle to tell the
story of modernization and climate change in hard-to-access Mustang valley
villages.

QuickTime™ and a
decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

www.annapurna-trekking.com
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Introduction:
Taking an alternative route to the research paper institutionalized by the
SIT Independent Study Project, I entered the month allocated to the project with
the intention of making a documentary film, near ready for public screening of
less than 20 minutes.
Under the shadow of Dhaulagiri in Mustang, Nepal, lies a group of
villages along the Kali Gandaki River. One of them, Kobang, is the home of
Buddhi Ratna Sherchan, known to the people of his home village as “Syaau Baa”
or the Apple Father. In 1967 Buddhi Ratna Sherchan introduced apples to the
lower Kali Gandaki region in Lower Mustang starting with an Agriculture
Research Center in Marpha. Despite facing initial protest and disbelief from the
men who worked the land, within ten years apples were making their mark in
Marpha, which now boasts the title of “Apple Capitol of Nepal”.
Using apples as a vehicle to tell the story of development, I spent three
weeks living in Larjung working to create a film that tells a visual story of both
the changes that have occurred to apple agriculture since its introduction, but also
to the economical, social and physical climate changes in villages like Larjung,
Kobang, Tukuche and Marpha as modernization developments have occurred in
the apple industry. The film focuses on the current state of apple agriculture in
Mustang, as well as the effects that the new road and climate change have had on
the industry as well as the lives of the people of the Mustang villages I focused
on.
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Literature Review:
Since the completion of the road that runs from Beni past Jomsom into
upper Mustang, there has been great optimism concerning commercial apple
farming because the road facilitates whole fresh apple transport at a reasonable
cost to the markets in Pokhara. Previously the carrying costs by mules were very
high, but due to the speed and velocity of travel on the new road, transportation
costs have lowered significantly. In some cases like in villages like Larjung the
new road is drawing tourism away from rather than to their business. Some fruits
and vegetables are sold at the local market and to lodges, while small amounts of
dried apples and apple brandy are exported to the cities. There is currently a shift
towards increased production of apples and niche products for the markets
because tourism is no longer providing the same income for farmers as it used to.
(Holmelin 2000).
Another factor that is affecting agriculture is the slight change in growing
seasons in the valley due to climate change. Ngamindra Dahal wrote in Tiempo
magazine that for most of the people of Mustang the impact of climate change is
positive. Farmers are growing a large number of new vegetables, and local fruits
like apples have better sizes and tastes. However, in an interview with Buddhi
Ratna Sherchan I found that this is not the case in all villages along the Kali
Gandaki; in fact, while villages in the north at higher altitudes are thriving as the
warmer temperatures are reaching them, many of the villages in Lower Mustang
are struggling because of heavy rainfall and hail .
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On the subject of climate change, Thakali told me that climate change has
had very detrimental effects on the villages below Marpha, rain and hail
destroying the flowers, and giving the apples a “pimple”-like skin unsuitable for
selling in markets. Further north in Kagbeni, Tenjin Serap Thakuri owns both a
lodge and an apple orchard and shared that in Kagbeni there have been few
noticeable effects of climate change, although the apples are so tasty they have
won competitions in Jomsom over the past few years.
In an interview with the current Senior Horticulturalist at Marpha
Agriculture Center, Dharma Prasad Devkota, I found that the new road is not even
enough for the desires of those working in the commercial apple industry. There
are not enough seats on planes and they do not find the road efficient enough to
support the large-scale apple production. Moreover, lodge owners like Samar
Bahadur Thakali shared the other side of this story, the negative way that the road
has impacted the culture of the towns by drawing away tourists and creating
unnecessary amounts of air and noise pollution. “The road creates ugly faces,”
Thakali told me in reference to the visual appearance of the village.

Research Methodology:
From the moment that I stepped off the plane in Jomsom into the clear
crisp air, and was immediately blinded by the brightness of the blue sky against
the brilliant white of snow-capped Niligiri, I knew that much more than my
eyesight would be challenged in the weeks to come. I arrived in Larjung to the
same family and community that I had become so fond of only a short two weeks
earlier and based my research in and around Larjung and Kobang. I took several
short trips up to Tukuche, Marpha and Kagbeni, filming the landscape, orchards
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and villages as well as interviewing farmers, professionals, lodge owners and
village members. For the interviews that I shot I got verbal consent and relied on
the assistance of Nepali contacts and friends who spoke both Nepali and English
to help conduct and translate interviews.
Shooting film in the middle of a thunderstorm while tiny missiles from the
sky in the form of hailstones take issue with my head did not provide helpful for
my own health or the wellbeing of my camera; however, the immediate presence
of climate change brought an interesting change of focus to my project.
Originally I was interested more in the changes that directly correlated with
modernization, but changes because of climate change played a large role in the
interviews that I gathered and thus my film took on another perspective.
Were I making a guidebook to how to make a documentary film in
Mustang, Nepal, I would quote Daniel Putman’s lecture “Be Flexible and wash
your hands” (Putman 2012). Be flexible was what I told myself when I
accompanied Syaau Baa and Reynu to Marpha for a day of filming at the
Agricultural Training center and ended up at a Buddhist monastery in the Syaang
the next village over for the day. Be flexible was what I told myself when it
rained for the next three days straight and I spent the day huddled with my aamaa
and didi by the hot coals. Be flexible, was what I told myself when I sat looking at
my schedule and seeing that I had a week left with no plans decided it would be
worth my time to go up to Kagbeni to see if all the rumors were right, that
because of climate change the apples were moving north. Flexibility was
mandatory for my research progress in the village, because without that mindset, I
would have missed out on a lot of opportunities. I entered the valley with a list of
interviews I knew were necessary to create a credible film, but without Amar Powers 9

Singh Tulachan, a native of Tukuche who owns the five star hotel Thasang
Village on the hill that overlooks Larjung, it would have been very difficult for
me to locate the right farmers and lodge owners in Tukuche people to interview
for my film.
Throughout my time in the village and when I took the short trip up to
Kagbeni I was not shy about sharing what I was doing with the other westerners
that I met. In talking to them I was able to maintain a western perspective on my
project. One of the goals of my project was to create a film that could be shown
thousands of miles away to give perspective to what the lives of these villages that
trekkers usually see for only a matter of hours is really like. By keeping in touch
with the outside world, I was able to maintain that perspective and often get the
encouragement that I needed to drag myself out of bed at the rooster’s crow the
following morning.
While creating the film that accompanies this written report I was careful
to select a variety of clips from the different people I interviewed in order to get a
wide spectrum of perspectives and tell the story of the apple in as complete a way
as possible given the short ISP period. The current film is without subtitles for its
first screening in Nepal. In preparation to screen in other locations when I return
to the west, subtitling the Nepali interviews will be the necessary next step
towards a product ready for public viewing.

Conclusion:
Syaau Baa said to me the day before I left the village, “If you are rich,
development will not come. It is in poverty that opportunities for development
arise to satisfy survival needs” (Sherchan 2012). Where there is a road, there is a
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sign of development, and based upon my interviews with the men who work at
Marpha Agriculture Center and the majority of those who are involved with the
apple industry, the new road has been a positive development in the Kali Gandaki
river valley. However, for some of the people whose livelihoods rely on trekking
tourism the road has proven fatal for their business, as well as creating an ugly
face out of a gorgeous valley. Climate change is providing a challenge for
villages where apple farming first took off, but bringing a suitable farmable
climate further north to villages north of Jomsom like Kagbeni.
Based on my research I have concluded that just as Marpha was the
location where apples were first introduced and cultivated more than 40 years
ago, at the present Marpha serves as an important location to measure
development and change in the Kali Gandaki river valley. Below Marpha in
villages like Ghasa, Kobang and Tukuche, the road has had a detrimental effect to
their tourism and features. In addition it is these villages in which the changing
climate can be measured in immense amounts of rain and hail, and decreasing
value of the apple. Above Marpha, however, the road has had a more positive
effect on tourism, bringing visitors who do not have the gumption to trek to
Jomsom, Kagbeni and Muktinath. Climate change’s effects to these northern
villages has brought cultivatable land to areas that were once so arid that they
could not have grown apples. There is a vault of information in this valley, and a
number of ways in which the story of development and change could be told. The
tale of the apples is one side of a multifaceted story that I hope to be able to
continue to tell should the wind will to bring me again to the Kali Gandaki river
valley.
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Glossary of Terms:
Aamaa- Mom
Didi- older sister
Syaau- apple
Baa- father
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